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BEST BUY and 5 STARS for our TAV-506F SE floorstanding speakers by “hificlass” (02-2021).
For the music!
TAV-506F SE will go well in home theater and
stereo systems ...
TAV-506F SE high sensitivity is not stressing
even for inexpensive AV amplifiers or receivers
which means that there is a minimal risk for
overloading their power amp stages…
In rock music, they have coped quite well with
playing both smaller and higher jumps in
dynamics. Several of Joe Satriani's CDs sounded
with a typical rock kick - sharp guitar riffs, even
at high volumes, were reproduced clearly and
without excessive distortions. Noteworthy is
the low-reaching bass, which is not annoying
with too much exposed mid and upper ranges,
which is a typical weakness of most of budget
loudspeakers. Many manufacturers try to mask
the weakness of loudspeakers in reproducing
the lowest bass in this way, but in the case of
the TAV-506F SE, this tendency is not present. This means that the full potential of the woofers is used…
The readability and openness of the midrange can be heard well when we reach for acoustic or jazz music with wellarranged vocals. The TAV-506F SE did not limit Patricia Barber's vocal in any way, reproducing it as if it were indeed the
most important in the sound stage filled with rich instruments. On the album "Modern Cool" you can also enjoy a large
bass. Admittedly a bit contoured, a bit overexaggerated, but that was the idea of the producer of this album. Therefore,
this musical material reveals all the deficiencies of the loudspeakers in terms of low frequency control. The tested TAGA
Harmony loudspeakers scored very well during this test, considering their price…
TAV-506F SE had no problems with reproducing the vibrations of the double bass and its massive sound, but at the same
time were not falling into uncontrolled vibrations or reproducing the bass in a too exaggerated way.
The refinement and maturity of their sound is at a level that is hard to be expected from loudspeakers in such a low
price…
When it comes to rendering the stereo image, it must be emphasized that this is one of the best sound features of these
affordable loudspeakers. The stereo image is characterized by a clear separation of instruments' sizes on the individual
plans. I can admittedly say that the three-way speaker system used in the TAV-506F SE is able to read the scene in a
reliable way just like good, two-way monitors ...

More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.TagaHarmony.com

